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ABSTRACT. The main aim of this paper is the analysis of the systemati errors ontainedin a star atalogue. These errors an be obtained by means of the analysis of the residualsobservation minus alulus taken from a set of observated positions in a spatial domaine.The lasial methods do not work �ne if the sample is non homogeneously distributed in thespatial domain. In this paper a new method for the errors analysis from non homogeneoussamples is proposed.1. INTRODUCTIONThe main diÆulty of this method is the non-ortogonality of the set of funtions overthe disrete points of the sphere given by the observations beause the sample is usualy non-homogeneous. This problem an be aproahed using a previous �lter by means of a suitableouple omposed by a previois smoothing proses and a reonstrution operator.The smoothing algorithm provide estimators for the values of the 4�(�; �) and 4�(�; �) fromthe sample for a lattie over the elipti band, and using an exat reonstrution operator untilan appropiate order k the error values (4�;4�) are reahed. The non-ortogonality probleman be solved using this method.The alulated position of the asteroids an be improved by means of a previous orbital elementsorretion proess. The solution of the normal system obtained from the minimun ondition forthe residual funtion provides the values of parameters of the bias model.2. FILTERING MODELLet D be the spherial domain where the observated positions are distributed. In this work wethe domain D has been token as a band arround the eliptiD = f(�; �)j� 2 [0; 2�℄; � 2 [��max; �maxg :Let (�i; Æi) be a set of observated positions of minor planets reduted from a star atalogue,and (�i; Æi) their elipti oordinates. The di�erenes betwen observated an alulated positions(4�i;4�i) an be developed [1℄ by means the series expansions:4� os � = 1Xn=0 1Xm=0 �n;mKn;m(�; �) 4� = 1Xn=0 1Xm=0 �n;mKn;m(�; �)where Kn;m(�; �); n;m = 0; 1; :::: is a suitable orthogonal base of l2(D) spae.83



The oe�ients of the analytial expansion an be obtained from the minimum ondition of theresidual funtion: R(f�i;j; �i;jgi=1;::;N ;j=1;::;M) = NEXi=1 �r2�i + r2� os2 �i�where NE is the size of the sample.This method is apropiated if the stars distribution is homogeneous in the spherial domainD. Unfortunately when the sample is token from minor planets observations the sample in nonhomogeneously distributed in the band D. In this ase it is more apropiated [2℄ take the minimunondition from the integral:R(f�i;j ; �i;jgi=1;::;N ;j=1;::;M) = Z ZD �r2�i + r2�i os2 �i� d�To evaluate this integral we an disretize the spatial domaine by means of a retangular lattie.The ontrol volume Di is determinated by the enter of the four adyaent retangles at the nodei ( exept for the nodes in the boundary) and the values of the 4�, 4� is repaled by the meanvalues: 4�i = 1Vi Z ZDi 4�d�; 4�i = 1Vi Z ZDi 4�d�where Vi is the area of the ontol volume Di.this domain.The integrals an be alulated from a numerial formulae built for the points of the sample.The values of the (4�;4�) an be alulated from a bidimensional reonstrution operatorexat until k order in lattie size step h. The bidimensional reonstrution operator an be builtas omposition of two unidimensional operators [4℄(Casper, Atkins) one in � diretion and otherin � diretion.3. CONCLUDING REMARKSThe lasial method is not appropiated for use a dymamial orretion model to studyatalogue bias beause the sample is not homogeneous in the domain D so the ortogonality ofset of basi funtions over the sample is not guaranted.The proposed method developed in this paper is more suitable in these situations.4. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe present work has been partially supported by grants from the Generalitat Valenianaand Fundaion Caja Castellon.5. REFERENCES[1℄ F.J. Maro, M.J. Mart�inez, J.A. L�opez.' A Comparison of Geometrial and AnalytialMethods of Astrometri Corretion'. Revista Mexiana de Astronomia y Astrof�isia.vol. 37pp 73-81 (2001)[2℄ J.A. L�opez, F.J. Maro, M.J. Mart�inez. 'Proposal of a New Computational Method for TheAnalysis of the Systemati Di�erenes in Star Catalogues'. Proeedings of the InternationalConferene of Computational Methods un Sienes and Engineering. ICCMS Kastoria Ed.T.E.Simos 2003, pp 391-394.[3℄ Casper J. Atkins, H.L. 'A Finite Volume Method High Order ENO Sheme for Two-dimensionalHyperboli Systems'. Journal of Computational Physis.Vol. 106pp 62-76(1993)84


